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Chapter 19 

Loanwords in Sakha (Yakut), a Turkic language of Siberia* 

Brigitte Pakendorf and Innokentij N. Novgorodov 

1. The language and its speakers 

Sakha (often referred to as Yakut) is a Turkic language spoken in northeastern 
Siberia. It is classified as a Northeastern Turkic language together with South Sibe-
rian Turkic languages such as Tuvan, Altay, and Khakas. This classification, 
however, is based primarily on geography, rather than shared linguistic innovations 
(Schönig 1997: 123; Johanson 1998: 82f); thus, !"erbak (1994: 37–42) does not 
include Sakha amongst the South Siberian Turkic languages, but considers it a 
separate branch of Turkic. The closest relative of Sakha is Dolgan, spoken to the 
northwest of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia). In contrast to the Sakha, who are 
cattle and horse pastoralists, Dolgans are nomadic reindeer herders and hunters. On 
linguistic grounds Dolgan is sometimes classified as a dialect of Sakha (e.g. 
Voronkin 1999). 

Sakha is spoken by the vast majority of the 443,852 ethnic Sakha living in the 
Russian Federation, most of whom reside in the autonomous Republic of Sakha 
(Yakutia). Language retention among the Sakha is high – according to the 2002 
population census, approximately 93% of Sakha know their heritage language, and 
only approximately 87% know Russian; among the rural population this figure is 
even lower, with only approximately 83% of the Sakha claiming a knowledge of 
Russian (Federal’naja slu#ba gosudarstvennoj statistiki 2004: 19, 24, 113, 130). 
Amongst urbanized Sakha knowledge of Russian is more widespread, since in towns 
Russians and Ukrainians dominate numerically, whereas villages are predominantly 
monoethnically Sakha. As mentioned, the Sakha are mostly cattle- and horse-
breeders who historically followed a pattern of seasonal transhumance, moving from 
light summer dwellings to very solid winter houses and back. 

Sakha is used widely in the home, especially in rural settlements, where children 
below school age and some older people are monolingual, notwithstanding the fact 
that often the only television channels that can be received in such settlements are 
Russian. In the public domain, use of Sakha varies. In rural settlements, business 
and administration is conducted in Sakha; in towns and “industrial settlements”, in 
 
* The subdatabase of the World Loanword Database that accompanies this chapter is available online 
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Martin & Tadmor, Uri (eds.) World Loanword Database. Munich: Max Planck Digital Library, 
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which Europeans from the European part of Russia and the former Soviet Union 
(mostly Russians and Ukrainians) dominate, Russian is widely used. The language 
of education varies from school to school, with “national schools” generally offering 
Sakha as the medium of teaching for all subjects in primary school and up to grade 
eight, while in “Russian schools” all subjects are taught in Russian from the begin-
ning; furthermore, there may be parallel Russian-language and Sakha-language 
classes in one and the same school. Throughout the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) 
Russian television channels can be received, while the Sakha-language television 
operating from Yakutsk can generally not be received outside of a fairly small area 
surrounding Yakutsk.1 There is, however, a Sakha-language radio service broadcast-
ing throughout the republic. Furthermore, there are Sakha-language television 
services operating from different district centres with a weekly programme; the 
broadcasting range of these, however, often does not extend beyond the centre 
itself. In addition, there are a number of Sakha-language newspapers and magazines 
which are widely subscribed to, as well as books appearing in Sakha. In Yakutsk, 
there exists a Sakha-language theatre which presents plays in Sakha. 

There is a general consensus that the Sakha are not indigenous to Yakutia, but 
immigrated from an area further to the south. This can be seen both from their 
Turkic language and their subsistence pattern of cattle and horse pastoralism. Ar-
chaeologists suggest that the ancestors of the Sakha are the Kurykans known from 
Chinese chronicles and archaeological finds on the shores of Lake Baykal in South 
Siberia, whose culture is dated to the 6th to 10th century CE. Judging from runic 
inscriptions found in conjunction with these archaeological sites, the Kurykans are 
presumed to have been a Turkic-speaking population (Okladnikov 1955; 
!irobokova 1977; Konstantinov [1975] 2003; Gogolev 1993; Alekseev 1996). The 
main mass of Turkic-speaking Sakha ancestors is taken to have immigrated to the 
middle reaches of the Lena river in the 13th or 14th century (Gogolev 1993: 61, 88f; 
Alekseev 1996: 46). 

The Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) covers an enormous territory of more than 
3,000,000 km2 (Safronov 2000: 11). Although nowadays Sakha are settled over most 
of this territory, at the time of first Russian contact in the 17th century (the Ya-
kutsk fort was founded in 1632) the Sakha were concentrated mainly in a fairly 
small area of central Yakutia, between the Lena, Amga and Aldan rivers (Dolgix 
1960: 377). Thus, their expansion over the large area they inhabit today occurred 
quite recently, in the 17th and 18th centuries (Dolgix 1960: 360ff; Forsyth 1992: 63; 
Wurm 1996: 971f). 

 
1 However, this may have changed recently with the installation of satellite connections in most or 

even all villages. 
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2. Sources of data 

2.1. The sources of the Sakha lexical items included in the subdatabase 

The primary source of the Sakha data analyzed in this study was direct elicitation 
from a consultant in Yakutia. This elicitation was undertaken in November 2003 by 
Pakendorf in the village of Tabalaax in the Verxojansk district and was based on a 
Russian translation of the IDS wordlist (Ritchie Key & Comrie, 
http://lingweb.eva.mpg.de/ids/). The consultant providing the items was Elizaveta 
Migalkina, a native speaker of Sakha who works as a teacher of Russian; at the time 
of elicitation Ms Migalkina was 30 years old. Furthermore, Novgorodov elicited the 
items from the semantic field Modern world from Anna Atlasova, an 80-year-old 
native speaker of Sakha born in the Namcy district in central Yakutia, for whom 
Sakha still is the dominant and primary language. 

In addition to eliciting data from these consultants, some items were contrib-
uted by Novgorodov himself. Furthermore, the Russian-Sakha dictionary (Afanas’ev 
& Xaritonov 1968) was consulted for some items. In order to verify the meanings of 
Sakha words and their usage, we used the Sakha-Russian dictionary (Slepcov 1972) 
as well as the newly-appearing “Explanatory dictionary of Sakha” (Slepcov 2004, 
2005), for which the volumes for words beginning with A and B had appeared when 
work on the subdatabase was being conducted. 

2.2. Previous work on lexical copies in Sakha 

Since the Sakha language is quite divergent from other Turkic languages, and since 
the Sakha are known to have been settled amongst speakers of other languages for 
several centuries, the possible impact of contact on their language has been the 
topic of much prior work. We were thus able to base our analyses of the words 
included in the subdatabase on ample foundations. 

Our first resource in attempting to etymologize the words obtained for the data-
base was the 1900-page-strong dictionary published by $duard Pekarskij from 1907 
to 1930, the data for which was collected in the final decades of the 19th century, 
when Pekarskij was a political exile living in Yakutia. This excellent source on the 
Sakha lexicon gives the etymologies of a large number of words and provides possi-
ble Mongolic parallels and sources. 

A further source we consulted very frequently is the thorough study of the 
Mongolic copies in Sakha published by Ka%u&y'ski (1962). Here, Ka%u&y'ski pro-
vides a detailed analysis of the copies (both lexical items and morphemes) from 
Mongolic languages found in Pekarskij’s dictionary ([1907–1930] 1958–1959). In 
addition to his monograph on Mongolic copies, Ka%u&y'ski continued to conduct 
etymological studies of Sakha until the mid-1980s, the majority of which are com-
piled in the collection of his writings on Sakha, IACUTICA, published in 1995. 
Since this work has been provided with a comprehensive index of the Sakha lexical 
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items discussed in the various articles, it was a much-used source, and for simplic-
ity’s sake we cite all of Ka%u&y'ski’s findings from this compilation (even the data 
from the 1962 monograph). 

Other studies dealing with lexical copies in Sakha are Antonov (1971), 
Romanova et al. (1975), Rassadin (1980), and Popov (1986). Antonov (1971) dis-
cusses the origin of Sakha lexical items divided by lexical domain, and within each 
domain by source language (Turkic, Mongolic, Evenki). Romanova et al. (1975) 
highlight the “mutual influence of Evenki and Sakha”. While they deal less exten-
sively with the Evenki influence on Sakha than with the Sakha influence on the 
Evenki dialects spoken in Yakutia, they do provide a list of 35 Evenki lexical copies 
not restricted to the dialectal lexicon (p. 163–166), with a further, more extensive, 
list of Evenki lexical copies found in the northwestern and southern dialects of 
Sakha appended. Finally, Rassadin (1980) discusses the Mongolic copies in Sakha 
based on Ka%u&y'ski’s (1962) data, while Popov (1986) analyses words of “unknown 
origin”, i.e. words that preceding researchers had not been able to etymologize. 

2.3. Etymological and other dictionaries 

Fortunately for us, the Turkic languages have been very well studied and a lot is 
known about the cognates found in these languages. Our predominant source of 
information on the lexical items which Sakha may have inherited from its Turkic 
ancestor was the “Etymological dictionary of the Turkic languages” (ESTJ 1974–
2003), for which seven volumes exist (discussing words beginning in a vowel as well 
as the consonants from B to S). A further source was Räsänen (1969), which is 
another, much shorter, etymological dictionary provided with a comprehensive 
index (compiled by István Kecskeméti, 1971), as well as the lexicon part of the 
“Historical-Comparative Grammar of the Turkic Languages” edited by Teni(ev 
(2001), which is a compilation of cognate lexical items in the Turkic languages 
arranged thematically. 

For the Tungusic languages, there exists the comprehensive “Comparative dic-
tionary of the Tungusic languages” (Cincius 1975, 1977), which also contains 
information on copied items (both such lexical items that were copied into Sakha 
from Tungusic, as well as those that were copied from Sakha into Evenki or Even), 
while for Mongolic we consulted primarily the comprehensive Mongolian-English 
Dictionary edited by Lessing (1995). 

For the analysis of Russian copies in Sakha that were made prior to Sovietization 
we consulted Pekarskij’s dictionary; and for words that were copied during the So-
viet era we used the Sakha-Russian (Slepcov 1972) and Russian-Sakha (Afanas’ev & 
Xaritonov 1968) dictionaries. For words that may have been copied from Russian 
dialects spoken in Siberia, Anikin’s (2003) dictionary of Russian lexical copies in the 
indigenous languages of Siberia was a useful source. In order to exclude lexical 
items restricted to certain dialects of Sakha two dialectological dictionaries 
(Afanas’ev et al. 1976, Voronkin et al. 1995) were consulted. 
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Map 1: Geographical setting of Sakha 

3. Contact situations 

In the following we provide some brief information on the kinds of language con-
tact situations in which Sakha itself was involved. A few words included in the 
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subdatabase that are marked as “probably” or “clearly copied”, are words that are 
assumed to have been copied into Proto-Turkic from a variety of languages. These 
ancient copies are not of interest from a perspective of the contact that the speakers 
of Sakha were involved in, since in Sakha these items were probably retained from 
the ancestral language. Thus, nothing will be said here about the situations that 
may have led to these copies. 

The Sakha or their immediate ancestors were in contact predominantly with 
speakers of Mongolic, with Evenks, and with Russians. The contact with Russians 
can be divided into two periods that are characterized by different sociocultural 
settings: (i) from the first appearance of Russians on the Lena river in 1632 to the 
1920s, when Yakutia was included into Bolshevik Russia, and (ii) the Soviet period. 
Each of these contact situations will be described below. 

3.1. Sakha-Mongolic contact 

Modern-day Mongolic languages are very closely related, stemming from a single 
ancestor language (called Middle Mongolian) that arose during the unification of 
the Mongolic tribes under Chinggis Khan at the turn of the 12th and 13th centuries 
(Janhunen 1998: 203). After the unification by Chinggis Khan, the diversification of 
Mongolic languages probably took place from the end of the 14th century to the 
middle of the 16th century (Weiers 1986: 37). A major split exists between the 
West Mongolic languages Oirat and Kalmyk, and East Mongolic languages, which 
in turn are divided into three branches: South Mongol, Central Mongol (including 
Khalkha) and Northern Mongol (or Buryat). Written Mongolian is a language of 
written communication which was in use amongst different Mongolic-speaking 
tribes from the 13th century onwards. Amongst the East Mongolic languages it was 
in use until the 20th century (and still is in use in Inner Mongolia), while the West 
Mongolic languages Oirat and Kalmyk developed their own script in the 17th cen-
tury (Weiers 1986: 42). 

During the Mongol Empire (1206–1357/1380) the Mongol hordes ruled over 
huge tracts of Siberia and Central Asia, up to Europe. At that time the ancestors of 
the Sakha were most likely still settled near Lake Baykal, i.e. in the immediate vi-
cinity of the ruling Mongols. Although there are no historical accounts of the 
contact between Sakha and Mongolic tribes, the Sakha lexicon shows ample evi-
dence of quite intense contact. Thus, from his analysis of the Mongolic copies in 
Sakha, Ka%u&y'ski comes to the conclusion that the contact took place during the 
Mongol Empire and the immediately subsequent period, between the 12th/13th and 
the 15th/16th centuries. This is corroborated to a certain degree by genetic data (cf. 
§7). Judging from the nature of the lexical copies, Ka%u&y'ski concludes that the 
Sakha must have been integrated into the Mongol Empire, and that they were so-
cially and politically subordinate to the Mongols. Finally, as it is impossible to trace 
all substance copies in Sakha to a single Mongolic language, he concludes that the 
Mongolic source language either does not exist anymore, or that the language 
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contact took place over such an extended period of time that speakers of Sakha 
were in contact with speakers of several different Mongolic dialects (Ka%u&y'ski 
[1962] 1995: 154f, 162). However, an alternative explanation for this lack of corre-
spondence between the Mongolic copies in Sakha and any one individual present-
day Mongolic language is the fact that during the unification of the Mongolic tribes 
into one empire, Chinggis Khan unified the dialects into one language (Janhunen 
1998: 203), as mentioned above. Thus, it is possible that the Mongolic language 
with which the ancestors of the Sakha were in contact only later split into the va-
rieties found today. For this reason, in the subdatabase the model language is given 
as “Mongolic” rather than any one specific language, with the exception of those 
cases where the lexical copy has a correspondence in only one Mongolic language 
(e.g. Kalmyk, Buryat, or Khalkha). 

3.2. Contact with indigenous northern Siberian peoples 

The contact in which the Sakha and the Tungusic-speaking Evenks were involved 
is rather enigmatic. When the Russians first came to Yakutia in the first half of the 
17th century, the Sakha were settled in a relatively small territory surrounded by 
Tungusic-speaking groups, making contact between them plausible. Furthermore, 
a number of ethnographers mention the intermarriage of the Sakha people with 
indigenous north Siberian groups as well as the linguistic assimilation of the latter 
in the centuries between Russian colonization and the advent of the Soviet era (e.g. 
Sero(evskij [1896] 1993: 230f; Dolgix 1960: 461, 486; Tugolukov 1985: 220). Al-
though the Northern Tungusic groups (Evenks and Evens) migrated to the north 
from Southern Siberia not much earlier than the ancestors of the Sakha, we assume 
that the Evenki copies detectable in modern-day Sakha entered the language after 
the ancestors of the Sakha migrated to the north. Thus, this contact situation is 
characterized by newcomers in need of words to describe the fauna and flora they 
encounter in their new area of settlement, and this is reflected in the Evenki lexical 
copies found in Sakha. 

However, the social type of contact is very hard to elucidate: on the one hand, 
there is no genetic evidence for large-scale intermarriage between Sakha and 
Evenks, although some female admixture between them cannot be ruled out 
(Pakendorf et al. 2006; cf. §7). On the other hand, there is evidence of Evenki in-
fluence in structural domains (i.e. schematic rather than substance copies), 
indicating some fairly intense linguistic contact on the part of the Sakha ancestors. 
This implies that the ancestors of the Sakha were bilingual in Evenki without con-
comitant large-scale intermarriage with them (Pakendorf 2007: 303–323). There is 
genetic evidence of a very strong bottleneck in the paternal prehistory of the Sakha 
(cf. §7), indicating that a very small group of probably related men migrated to the 
north. This small group may have been dependent on their indigenous neighbors in 
the early period after their migration, when their cattle and horse herds were still 
fairly vulnerable in the harsher northern climate. At a later stage, however, after 
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Russian contact, the Sakha quickly became the numerically and socially dominant 
indigenous group in the area. 

In addition to the known physical contact between Sakha and Evenks, in the 
northeastern region of their settlement the Sakha are in contact with two more 
indigenous Siberian groups, the Evens (who speak a Northern Tungusic language 
related to Evenki) and the Yukaghirs (who speak an isolated language at best dis-
tantly related to Uralic). However, this contact has not had any noticeable impact 
on the Sakha lexicon. Thus, no lexical copies of Yukaghir origin are found in the 
general Sakha lexicon, and only four such copies can be found in Sakha dialects. 
Similarly, the impact of Even copies is minimal. Although some of the items which 
we classified as having been copied from Evenki are also found in Even and might 
thus have been copied either from Even or Evenki, others can be traced only to 
Evenki, making this language the more probable model for all the Northern 
Tungusic lexical copies in Sakha. 

3.3. Sakha-Russian contact – the pre-Soviet period 

As mentioned, Russians first reached the Lena river in 1632, when they established 
a fort on its right bank. In the early period of Russian colonization, Russia’s main 
interest was to extract as many furs as possible, which were collected by contingents 
of cossacks and fur traders from the European part of Russia. However, only a small 
number of Russians lived in Yakutia until the middle of the 20th century (Forsyth 
1992: 61, 190, 253) and in the early years contact with speakers of Russian was cer-
tainly minimal. Later on, the number of Russians in Yakutia increased, when more 
traders, missionaries and government officials arrived. Furthermore, beginning in 
the 18th century large numbers of political exiles from the European part of the 
Russian Empire were sent to Yakutia (Forsyth 1992: 193–195). In this period, con-
tact between the Sakha and speakers of Russian may have been somewhat more 
intense, because a larger number of Russians lived in Yakutia. However, even in 
1917, Russians only constituted 10.5% of the total number of inhabitants of 
Yakutia (Forsyth 1992: 253). Furthermore, in this period a number of Russians 
living in Yakutia spoke Sakha, which became the lingua franca of the region 
(Forsyth 1992: 165; Maslova & Vaxtin 1996), thereby limiting the amount of con-
tact of Sakha speakers with the Russian language. Thus, during this time period 
the contact was mainly cultural, with the importation of a number of previously 
unknown items (bread, tobacco, firearms, vodka, books, etc) and concepts (such as 
the Christian religion) together with the names for them. 

3.4. Sakha-Russian contact – the Soviet period 

The Bolsheviks established rule over Yakutia in 1922 (Forsyth 1992: 258), and as is 
well known, the Soviet Union existed until 1991. In the early years of this period, 
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literacy in Sakha was promoted through the development of an alphabet and publi-
cations in the language. Later, however, large-scale Russianization took place, with 
the mass media and schooling being predominantly in Russian. Furthermore, in-
dustrialization in certain parts of Yakutia led to an influx of workers from the 
European part of the Soviet Union (predominantly Russia and the Ukraine; Forsyth 
1992: 286, 361, 379f). This development was at its height during the latter half of 
the 20th century, when it was forbidden to speak Sakha in Yakutsk, and village 
meetings had to be held in Russian if only one European was present (cf. Forsyth 
1992: 407). Nevertheless, as described in §1, Sakha remained the dominant lan-
guage in rural villages, with pre-school children and even older people being 
monolingual. During this time period, a further large number of modern cultural 
items (tractors, cars, radios, television sets, telephones, etc.) were introduced into 
Yakutia together with their Russian names. 

4. Numbers and kinds of lexical copies 

4.1. General observations 

The subdatabase for Sakha includes 1411 Sakha words. Of the 1460 different mean-
ings on the Loanword Typology meaning list, 161 have no corresponding Sakha 
word form; 128 of these are meanings irrelevant to speakers of Sakha (dealing pre-
dominantly with tropical flora and fauna), and 33 have no counterpart in the 
language (for example, terms for siblings not differentiated by relative age, or the 
verbs ‘to have’ and ‘to own’). With regard to synonyms, 221 of the LWT meanings 
have two Sakha counterparts, 26 have three counterparts, four have four counter-
parts and one (‘the pot’) has five counterparts. As regards polysemies, 112 Sakha 
words correspond to two Loanword Typology meanings, 22 words correspond to 
three meanings, and seven words correspond to four meanings, e.g. et ‘body, flesh, 
carcass, meat’. 

Of the 1411 Sakha words included in the subdatabase, 409 (approximately 29%) 
were classified as “probably” or “clearly copied” (cf. Appendix). Three of these were 
copied at the stage of Proto-Turkic and were most probably retained in Sakha from 
the ancestral language; these are o!us ‘ox’, which is assumed to have been copied 
from Proto-Indo-European (ESTJ 1974: 522); seri" ‘war, armed forces’ copied from 
Sanskrit (!"erbak 1994: 122); and ti"t ‘larch’ copied from Finno-Ugric (Räsänen 
1969: 479a). In addition, the Sakha word for ‘sword’, bolot, has its ultimate model 
in Persian (Ka%u&y'ski 1995 [1962]: 157); however, it is not known exactly when 
and how this entered Sakha, though Mongolic mediation is likely (!"erbak 1994: 
123). Thus, 405 items can be assumed to have been copied into Sakha (or its im-
mediate ancestor) as such. 

There are several words that begin with an s- in Sakha, the Turkic cognates of 
which also begin with an s- (sitim ‘thread’ in o"!uy sitime ‘spiderweb’, sil ‘spittle’ in 
sille" ‘to spit’, s#"$k ‘nasal mucus’, sap ‘thread’, suhuo% ‘plait, braid’, sa$as (the archaic 
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form of %a$as) ‘left’, and so%so ‘trap’). Generally, Turkic initial s- has been lost in 
Sakha (Johanson 1998: 103), so that these items may represent copies from some 
Turkic language into Sakha after the loss of initial s- had taken place. 

Not surprisingly, the vast majority (336 or 82%) of the 409 copies are nouns (cf. 
Table 1); 44 (i.e. 10.8%) are verbs, which were predominantly copied from Mongo-
lic languages (cf. §4.3), while only four verbs were copied from Russian and one 
verb was copied from Evenki. Twenty-one of the copies (approximately 5%) are 
adjectives, and eight (2%) are function words (the quantifiers ‘many’ and ‘enough’, 
the numerals ‘zero’ and ‘thousand’, three polysemous synonyms for ‘always, often’, 
and the adverb ‘late’). As shown by Table 2, 40% of the Sakha nouns have a foreign 
origin, as do approximately 16% of the adjectives and nearly 13% of the verbs; 
while adverbs classified as such in the subdatabase have not been copied. 

Table 1:  
Lexical copies by model language and semantic word class (absolute numbers) 

 Russian Mongolic Evenki Other Total copies Not copied 

Nouns 230 87 13 6 336 505 
Verbs 4 39 1 - 44 299 
Adjectives  3 18 - - 21 109 
Adverbs - - - - - 4 
Function words 3 4 - 1 8 85 
all words 240 148 14 7 409 1002 

Table 2: Lexical copies by model language and semantic word class (percentages) 

 Russian Mongolic Evenki Other Total copies Not copied 

Nouns 27.3 10.3 1.5 0.7 40.0 60.0 
Verbs 1.2 11.4 0.3 - 12.8 87.2 
Adjectives  2.3 13.8 - - 16.2 83.8 
Adverbs - - - - 0.0 100.0 
Function words 3.2 4.3 - 1.1 8.6 91.4 
all words 17.0 10.5 1.0 0.5 29.0 71.0 

Lexical copies are found in practically every semantic field, with the exception of 
the field Miscellaneous function words (cf. Table 3). Table 4 shows the fields ranked 
by proportion of copied items; the five fields with the largest proportion of copies 
are (in descending order): Modern world, The house, Agriculture and vegetation, Food 
and drink, and Clothing and grooming. In all of these fields, it is the words denoting 
western-style items that were copied, mainly from Russian. The five fields with the 
lowest proportion of copies are (in ascending order): Miscellaneous function words 
(with no copies), Sense perception, Kinship, Spatial relations, and The body. However, 
although the proportion of copies in the field The body is relatively low, it is still 
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interesting that 24 body part terms were copied, 19 of these from Mongolic lan-
guages. 

Table 3: Lexical copies by model language and semantic field (percentages) 

  R
us

si
an
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er
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o
ta
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N
o
t 
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1 The physical world 9.9 11.3 4.2 0.7 26.2 73.8 
2 Kinship 6.0 11.4 - - 17.4 82.6 
3 Animals 15.9 11.4 3.4 1.1 31.8 68.2 
4 The body 2.4 11.5 0.6 - 14.5 85.5 
5 Food and drink 38.9 4.9 - - 43.9 56.1 
6 Clothing and grooming 41.5 - 1.6 - 43.1 56.9 
7 The house 42.6 16.6 2.1 - 61.2 38.8 
8 Agriculture and vegetation 28.2 12.3 3.5 2.7 46.6 53.4 
9 Basic actions and technology 9.8 15.5 1.4 - 26.7 73.3 

10 Motion 13.4 11.5 - 1.3 26.1 73.9 
11 Possession 16.5 16.1 - - 32.7 67.3 
12 Spatial relations 1.3 12.6 - - 13.9 86.1 
13 Quantity 11.2 5.2 - - 16.4 83.6 
14 Time 18.5 11.8 - 1.7 31.9 68.1 
15 Sense perception - 4.5 - - 4.5 95.5 
16 Emotions and values 3.3 15.7 1.7 - 20.7 79.3 
17 Cognition 9.5 14.9 - - 24.4 75.6 
18 Speech and language 9.7 7.3 - - 17.0 83.0 
19 Social and political relations 12.6 12.6 - - 25.2 74.8 
20 Warfare and hunting 16.2 10.8 - 5.4 32.4 67.6 
21 Law 17.3 17.3 - - 34.7 65.3 
22 Religion and belief 13.6 9.1 4.5 - 27.3 72.7 
23 Modern world 83.4 0.9 - - 84.3 15.7 
24 Miscellaneous function words - - - - - 100.0 

 all words 17.0 10.5 1.0 0.5 29.0 71.0 

It is noticeable that copies from Mongolic (cf. 1a) have undergone semantic shifts 
more frequently than copies from Russian. The latter have most often retained the 
meaning of the Russian model, with a few exceptions (cf. 1b). This may be due to 
the longer period of time which has passed since the Mongolic copies entered the 
Sakha language, and also to the fact that the copies from Russian denote predomi-
nantly concrete items, while the Mongolic copies often denote qualities or abstract 
concepts. 
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Table 4: Semantic fields ranked by proportion of copies2 

Semantic field Words in field Copies Proportion of copies 

23 Modern world 60 47.50 79.2% 
7 The house 53 29.50 55.7% 
8 Agriculture and vegetation 64 26.50 41.4% 
5 Food and drink 91 35.50 39.0% 
6 Clothing and grooming 70 26.50 37.9% 

21 Law 26 8.00 30.8% 
20 Warfare and hunting 39 12.00 30.8% 
3 Animals 91 28.00 30.8% 

14 Time 66 19.00 28.8% 
11 Possession 53 13.83 26.1% 
22 Religion and belief 23 6.00 26.1% 
9 Basic actions and technology 83 19.00 22.9% 

19 Social and political relations 44 10.00 22.7% 
10 Motion 92 20.50 22.3% 
1 The physical world 83 18.50 22.3% 

17 Cognition 59 12.83 21.7% 
16 Emotions and values 64 12.50 19.5% 
18 Speech and language 44 7.00 15.9% 
13 Quantity 48 7.33 15.3% 
4 The body 183 24.00 13.1% 

12 Spatial relations 87 11.00 12.6% 
2 Kinship 93 11.67 12.5% 

15 Sense perception 59 2.33 3.9% 
24 Miscellaneous function words 13   0.0% 

(1) a. Mongolic           Sakha  
  taraxay ‘scattered, dispersed, spread, disseminated’ tara!ay ‘bald’ 
  eri, ere  ‘to seek, look for, search; beg, request’  eren  ‘to hope’ 
  mal  ‘domestic animal, livestock, cattle’   mal  ‘thing’ 
  büri  ‘completely, entirely, wholely, fully’   büre  ‘ugly’ 

b. Russian      Sakha 
  britva  ‘razor’    biri"ppe  ‘knife used at table’ 
  klju&  ‘key’    külü"s ‘lock, padlock’ 
  krug  ‘circle’    kuru"k ‘always, often’ 

 
2 In this table, the number of words in each chapter includes all the synonyms as well as all polyse-

mous words. Thus, the total number of words in this calculation is 1588 and not 1411, which 
means that the proportion of copies in each chapter may actually be slightly higher than the number 
given here. However, the overall ranking should not be greatly affected by this. 
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In general, Sakha speakers tend to copy words denoting new items or concepts 
rather than coining new terms out of old material. Only in a few cases was the 
meaning of an existing word extended to encompass a new meaning, as exemplified 
in (2). Furthermore, several calques from Russian can be distinguished, as demon-
strated in (3). 

(2)   uot   ‘fire, light’  >  ‘electricity’ 
  #s   ‘to scatter’  >  ‘to sow’ 
  s#s   ‘to hit’   >  ‘to thresh’ 
  tart  ‘to pull’   >  ‘to grind grain’ 
  sa"   ‘the bow’  >  ‘the gun’ 
  a"!  ‘to count’  >  ‘to read’ 

(3)   Sakha    Russian 

  ebiet kennitten posle obeda  ‘afternoon’ 
 lunch after   after  lunch.GEN 

  mas ar#"–ta   rastitel’noe maslo ‘(vegetable) oil’ 
 tree butter–POSS.3SG plant   butter 

  eder  kihi   molodoj &elovek  ‘young man’ 
 young man   young man 

4.2. Copies from Siberian languages 

One item was probably copied into Sakha from Ket (t#" ‘boat’), and one item was 
probably copied from Selkup (mel'i ‘often, always’); however, it is not at all clear 
exactly how, when or where these items entered the Sakha language. Fourteen 
items (1%) were probably or clearly copied from Northern Tungusic languages. 
Seven of these are clearly copied only from Evenki, because the Even word is differ-
ent; five could have been copied from either Evenki or Even, because the model 
word is identical in the two languages; and two more words have similar cognates in 
Even and Evenki, but the Sakha form is closer to the Evenki form: Sakha lap&a"n 
‘the fin’, Evenki la"p&a", Even (ap&a ‘fin, tail’; Sakha so$o", Evenki so$o, Even ho$, 
so$ ‘to cry’. We classified all of these items as having been copied from Evenki for 
three reasons: (i) More copies (including less certain copies not discussed here) can 
be traced only to Evenki and not to Even. (ii) Contact with Evenks was more wide-
spread than with Evens, who are settled to the northeast of the Sakha. (iii) 
Influence on Sakha grammatical structure can be traced to Evenki rather than Even 
(cf. §6). 

The copies from Evenki predominantly come from the domain of natural phe-
nomena, e.g. %o&o ‘valley’, tura"% ‘crow’, but include a few cultural items such as 
mam#kta ‘lasso’ or untu" ‘fur boots’. Only one verb was copied from Evenki (so$o" 
‘to cry, weep’), and so was one body part term: t#$a ‘the lung’. Furthermore, the 
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word mas ‘wood, tree, firewood, tree trunk’ is probably copied; however, the model 
language is uncertain. It has been suggested as being a copy from Mongolic modu(n) 
‘tree’ as well as from Evenki mo" ‘tree’ (Ka%u&y'ski 1995 [1962]: 205; Stachowski 
1995). 

4.3. Copies from Mongolic 

A very large number of probable or clear copies (148, i.e. approximately 11%) are 
from Mongolic languages; amongst these, one can be traced only to Khalkha, three 
have only Buryat cognates, and one is clearly comparable only to a Kalmyk model 
(cf. Appendix). However, this number does not accurately reflect the degree of 
copying that speakers of Sakha undertook from Mongolic, since a number of items 
in the Loanword Typology meaning list are derived in Sakha from items copied 
from Mongolic and are so not included in this count. Thus, 29 items are verbs or 
nouns derived from lexemes probably or clearly copied from Mongolic, or are com-
pounds containing Mongolic copies. Following the guidelines of the Loanword 
Typology project, these were not classified as copies, since they were derived in 
Sakha and so represent Sakha innovations. Furthermore, seven items were classified 
by us as “perhaps copied” not because there are any doubts about the ultimately 
copied origin of the word, but because they might have either been copied directly 
from Mongolic (in which case they would have been classified as ‘clearly copied’), or 
they might have been derived from a copied word (in which case they would have 
been classified as showing ‘no evidence of copying’). These items are oyu"r ‘the 
woods or forest’, sime% ‘the ornament or adornment’, soruk ‘the intention’, seherge" 
‘to tell’, ma!an ‘white’, üges ‘the custom’, and anda!ay ‘to swear’. If we add these 36 
items to the count of Mongolic copies in Sakha, we find a total of 184 (13%) 
Mongolic copies in Sakha. 

The Mongolic copies come from a wide variety of semantic domains: natural 
phenomena, kinship terms, body part terms, terms for tools and household items, 
as well as words describing more abstract concepts such as form and size, time, and 
thoughts and ideas. However, in the semantic field Food and drink only four copies 
are from Mongolic, three of them verbs; and no words dealing with clothing were 
copied from Mongolic. It is furthermore notable that 53 verbs are copied from 
Mongolic languages (38 of these were classified as “probably” or “clearly copied”, 
while 15 were the basis of derivation of a nominal or different verb included in the 
Loanword Typology meaning list), i.e. more than one fourth of the Mongolic cop-
ies are verbs. This unexpectedly high number might be explained by the similar 
agglutinative structure of Mongolic and Sakha, and especially by the fact that in 
both languages the bare stem of the verb functions as a categorical imperative, mak-
ing verb stems easy to recognize and easy to integrate into the recipient language. 
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4.4. Copies from Russian 

The largest number of copies in Sakha are from Russian: 240 items (17%) are 
clearly copied, one further word might be copied (%ar&# ‘money’ which formally 
appears to be copied from dialectal Russian xar&i ‘food’, although the semantic shift 
is hard to explain), and three Russian copies appear in compounds. Furthermore, 11 
Sakha verbs are derived from copied Russian nouns, and 14 expressions may be 
calques from Russian. Thus, if one includes all the copies from Russian found in 
the subdatabase (excluding, however, the calques), there are 255 copies (approxi-
mately 18%) from Russian. Not surprisingly, most of these are connected with 
items that were introduced through Russian contact, such as bi"lke ‘the fork’, ki"ne 
‘the film/movie’, or mass#"na ‘the car’. However, there are some interesting cases 
concerning words for human relationships, such as the loanblend ma&a%a i!e ‘step-
mother’, a compound of the Russian word ma&exa ‘stepmother’ and the Sakha word 
i!e ‘mother’. This is nowadays restricted to stepmothers; previously, however, the 
compound also occurred with the Sakha word for ‘father’ a!a and then denoted a 
stepfather. The Russian word for widow vdova was copied into Sakha as ogdo"bo 
with a meaning of both ‘widow’ and ‘widower’; probably this copy was made because 
the Sakha word tula"ya% ‘orphan’ used to have a meaning of both ‘orphan’ and 
‘widow(er)’, so that the copied word served to make a distinction between the kinds 
of bereft family members. The Russian word brat ‘brother’ was initially copied with 
a general meaning of ‘brother, sister’ without the specification of relative age; 
nowadays, however, it has acquired a meaning specifically of ‘younger brother’ and is 
replacing the indigenous Sakha terms ini ‘younger brother of a boy’ and surus 
‘younger brother of a girl’. 

4.5. Synonyms 

A number of copied words are synonymous with other words. In most cases (over 
70) they are synonymous with what appear to be inherited words, while in nearly 40 
cases synonymous items were copied from different languages, or even from the 
same language. Copies from Russian often denote the specifically western-style item 
that was introduced through contact, in contrast with Sakha words that denote the 
traditional Sakha items, e.g. sele)ppe ‘(Russian-style) hat’, which coexists with 
bergehe ‘(Sakha-style fur) hat’, or ustu)l ‘chair (with back)’ vs. oloppos ‘stool, Sakha-
style chair’. Interestingly, however, the Russian copy kömülüök is used to designate 
the traditional open fireplace of the Sakha, while the inherited Turkic word oho% 
designates the Russian-style brick or iron stoves and even modern electric stoves 
used for cooking. 

Although in some cases there are slight differences in meaning between the 
Turkic word and the Mongolic copy (e.g. copied oyu)r ‘forest near the village’ vs. 
inherited t#a ‘forest further away’, or copied öbügeler ‘ancestors’ vs. törütter ‘roots, 
ancestors’), a number of copies from Mongolic appear to be direct synonyms, such 
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as copied so!uo vs. inherited ur ‘goitre’, copied &ö!ö&ök vs. inherited tö$ürges ‘tree 
stump’, copied tökürüy vs. inherited ie% ‘to bend’, or copied kelgiy vs. inherited ba"y 
‘to tie’. These items may have been copied due to the higher social status the Mon-
gols had during the Mongol Empire, when an apparent knowledge of Mongolic 
may have conferred some prestige on Sakha speakers. 

A number of synonyms were copied first from Mongolic and then again from 
Russian, or from Russian in pre-Soviet times and then later in Soviet times. For 
example, the following synonymous pairs were copied first from Mongolic and later 
from Russian: kieli, matka ‘womb’; sülühün, 'a"t ‘poison’, tiergen, telgehe (both from 
Mongolic), olbuor ‘yard’, kem, birieme ‘time’, na"r, kuru"k (as well as mel'i copied 
from Selkup) ‘often, always’, kere, k#rah#abay ‘beautiful’, 'e$ke, &uolkay ‘clear’, soruk, 
s#al ‘intention’, and %oruy, eppiet ‘the answer’ (included in the subdatabase in the 
derived verbs %oruyda", eppiette" ‘to answer’). Items copied from Russian during pre-
Soviet times and later from Russian in Soviet times include %ortuopuy, %ortuoska 
‘potatoes’, #sta"n, bürü"kke ‘trousers’, %oruobuya, k#r#"sa ‘roof’, la"pp#, ma!ah#"n ‘the 
shop’, and deriebine, böhüölek ‘the village’. Interestingly, three different words for 
‘the temples’ (&e&egey, &an&#k, and &ab#r!ay) were copied from Mongolic, as well as 
two different words each for ‘to damage’ (al'an, ültürüy) and ‘to rescue’ (örühüy, 
ab#ra"), for ‘the witness’ (tuohu, kerehit) and ‘the magic’ (ap, %omuhun). Whether 
this might be an indication that the ancestors of the Sakha were in contact with 
speakers of different Mongolic dialects is unclear; models for all of these words are 
found in Written Mongolian. 

5. Integration of lexical copies 

5.1. Phonological integration 

Copies from Mongolic and older copies from Russian are adapted to Sakha phonol-
ogy, while modern copies from Russian retain their Russian form in Sakha speech, 
at least by speakers who are fluent in Russian; e.g. Russian avtobus, Sakha avtobus 
‘the bus’. Some older Sakha speakers, however, who are still monolingual in Sakha, 
may adapt these items phonologically, such as otuobus ‘the bus’. Vowels are changed 
to follow Sakha vowel harmony rules, e.g. 

(4) a. Mongolic        Sakha 

  &o!&ay  ‘to rise, to loom; to squat’  &o%&oy  ‘to crouch’ 
  do!ula$          do!olo$  ‘lame’ 

b. Russian         Sakha 

  karto)ka         %ortuoska ‘potatoes’ 
  tarelka          terielke  ‘plate’ 
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Consonant clusters in Russian are broken up through prothetic or epenthetic vow-
els (5), and stressed syllables in Russian are copied with a long vowel or diphthong 
in Sakha (6). The Russian labial fricatives f and v, which do not exist in native 
Sakha words, are replaced by the stops p and b (7). Word-initial p and g are missing 
in Sakha, so that in copies of Russian words these consonants are changed to their 
counterparts b and k or %, respectively (8). 
  Russian   Sakha 

(5)   spi&ka   ispi"ske    ‘matches’ 

  svad’ba   s#ba"yba    ‘wedding’ 
  vra&    b#ra"s    ‘doctor’ 

(6)   kraska   k#ra"ska    ‘the paint’ 

  xleb    kiliep    ‘bread’ 
  vremja   birieme    ‘time’ 

(7)   konfeta   kempiet    ‘chocolate, sweet’ 

  velosiped   belasiped    ‘bicycle’ 
  vybor   b#"bar    ‘election’3 

(8)   pyl’    b#"l     ‘dust’ 

  posëlok   böhüölek    ‘settlement, village’ 
  gorod   kuorat    ‘town’ 
  grabli   k#ra"b#l    ‘rake’ 
  gazeta   %ah#at    ‘newspaper’ 

In copies from Mongolic that contain sequences of vowel-voiced velar-vowel, the 
velar consonant (g or !) is lost and the vowels undergo diphthongization or length-
ening (Ka%u&y'ski [1962] 1995: 55–63), e.g.: 

(9)   Mongolic     Sakha 

  kögemey      küömey   ‘throat’ 
  kegeli      kieli    ‘womb’ 
  xada!asun ‘nail, peg, spike’ %ata"h#n   ‘latch, door-bolt’ 
  sana!a      sana"    ‘thought’ 

 
3  Actually, the Russian word vybor means ‘choice’; ‘election’ is the plural form of this, vybory. 
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5.2. Morphological integration 

Lexical copies in Sakha are morphologically well integrated in that they can take 
the same derivational and inflectional suffixes as native words. Thus, a large num-
ber of Sakha adjectives and verbs are derived from nouns copied from Mongolic or 
Russian; for example kergennen ‘to marry (from a man’s perspective)’ is derived from 
the noun kergen ‘spouse’, which was copied from Mongolic, while &eyde" ‘to drink 
tea’ is derived from &ey ‘the tea’, which was copied from Russian. 

Copies of Mongolic verbs ending in a vowel are occasionally adopted without 
any further changes (10a), but more often they take a final glide (for the intransitive 
form), e.g. (10b). Russian verbs, on the other hand, are mostly copied from the 
imperative form and integrated with the help of the most frequent Sakha verbaliz-
ing suffix -la" (and its variants) e.g. (10c). The Russian word prostit’ ‘to forgive’, 
however, is integrated not with the verbalizing suffix, but with the help of the aux-
iliary g#n ‘to do’, i.e. Sakha b#rast#" g#n. 

(10) a. Mongolic       Sakha 

  abura ‘save, rescue; help, protect’ ab#ra"  ‘to rescue’ 
  tölü  ‘compensate, pay off’   tölö"  ‘to pay’ 

b. daba  ‘climb, ascend’    dabay  ‘to go up (a mountain)’ 

  ergi  ‘to turn’      ergiy  ‘to turn’ 

c. Russian        Sakha 

  me)at’ me)aj ‘disturb.IMP’    mehey-de" ‘to disturb, bother’ 

Some copies of plural forms in Russian are treated as non-plural forms in Sakha, 
such as Russian cvetki ‘flowers’, Sakha sibekki ‘flower(s)’, which can take the plural 
suffix -ler, or Russian grabli ‘the rake’ (which is morphologically plural), which in 
Sakha appears in the non-plural form k#ra"b#l. 

6. Grammatical copying 

Although Russian is the model language for most of the lexical copies found in the 
subdatabase, the impact of Russian on the structure of Sakha appears to have been 
negligible. Although this may appear surprising given the dominance of Russian as 
the language of education, political administration, and the widely received mass 
media, this can be accounted for by the fact that a number of Sakha speakers are 
still monolingual. Thus, Russian names for items adopted through contact with 
Russians have made their way into the language at the same time as the items made 
it into modern Sakha culture, but the grammar of rural speakers has not yet been 
influenced. 
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The structural influence of Mongolic on Sakha has been stronger than the influ-
ence of Russian. Thus, the (somewhat archaic) use of ikki ‘two’ as a coordinating 
device was copied from Mongolic (Ka%u&y'ski [1962] 1995: 154): 

(11)   Sakha:   a!a-m   i!e-m   ikki 
    father-POSS.1SG mother-POSS.1SG two 

    ‘my father and mother’ (Uwarowskij’s Erinnerungen,  
           sentence 13) 

  Mongolic: Ba"tar  Dor* xoyer 
    Baatar Dorj  two 

    ‘Baatar and Dorj’ (Kullmann & Tserenpil 2001: 299) 

Likewise, the extension of the Sakha Dative case to include locative as well as alla-
tive functions can be traced to Mongolic influence. Furthermore, initial Mongolic 
influence might have played a role in the retention of distinct Comitative and In-
strumental cases in Sakha, and also in the development of the Turkic Locative case 
to a Partitive case (Pakendorf 2007: 120–201). 

Surprisingly, in contrast to the relative paucity of lexical copies from Evenki, 
Evenki structural influence on Sakha has been quite strong, especially in the nomi-
nal case system of Sakha. Thus, the loss of the Turkic Genitive case, the 
development of an indefinite accusative meaning of the Partitive case, and possibly 
the retention of the Comitative-Instrumental distinction can all be traced to Evenki 
influence. Furthermore, the development of a Future Imperative in Sakha as well as 
extended uses of the possessive suffixes can be explained by Evenki contact influ-
ence (Pakendorf 2007: 95–270). 

7. The results of genetic studies 

Molecular anthropological analyses of the Sakha and neighboring populations 
(Pakendorf et al. 2006) confirm the hypothesis that the Sakha immigrated to their 
current territory from the south. Furthermore, the genetic homogeneity of the 
Sakha population is in good accordance with their relatively recent spread over the 
widespread area they inhabit nowadays, originating from a fairly small area on the 
middle Lena. The Y-chromosomal data show signs of a very strong and recent 
bottleneck of the paternal side of the population followed by an expansion; this can 
be dated to approximately 900 ± 440 years before present. A less dramatic founder 
event visible in the mitochondrial DNA (which is inherited solely in the maternal 
line) can be dated to 1,300 ±800 years ago (Pakendorf et al. 2006). Thus, if these 
expansions were caused by the same event (e.g. the migration of the Sakha ances-
tors to the north), this would have taken place between 700 and 1500 CE, in 
reasonably good agreement with the archaeological data that point to a migration 
north in the 13th or 14th century. 
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There is no evidence of admixture in the paternal line between the Sakha and the 
indigenous inhabitants of Yakutia (Yukaghirs, Evenks, or Evens), although there is 
clear evidence that Sakha men married into a subgroup of western Evens. Although 
admixture from Evenks or Evens cannot be entirely excluded in the maternal line 
(due to widespread sharing of mitochondrial DNA sequence types between South 
Siberian Turkic-speaking groups, Sakha, Evenks, and Evens), there is no conclusive 
evidence for such admixture, and it cannot have been substantial. 

Thus, there is no genetic evidence for a language shift of entire groups of 
Evenks (i.e. both men and women) to Sakha. Furthermore, there does not appear 
to have been large-scale intermarriage in the maternal line. This makes the finding 
of structural influence from the Evenki language quite intriguing, since it cannot be 
accounted for by substratum influence or large numbers of linguistically mixed 
households. An explanation might be that the group of Sakha ancestors that ini-
tially migrated to Yakutia was very small, as shown by the severely reduced genetic 
diversity on the Y-chromosome; this small group of immigrants may have been 
dependent on their indigenous neighbors in the initial period after their migration 
to an area with a much harsher climate than that in their South Siberian homeland 
(Pakendorf 2007: 317–323). 

8. Conclusions 

It is clear from the above discussion that the Sakha have been open to contact with 
speakers of other languages throughout a large part of their history. With a total of 
nearly 29% copied lexemes found in the subdatabase, Sakha can be classified as a 
heavily copying language (thus, Bakker & Mous (1994: 5) suggest that “extreme 
borrowing never exceeds 45%”). This large number of lexical copies is due in part 
to the inclusion in the Loanword Typology meaning list of lexical items pertaining 
to the modern world, which not unexpectedly were copied from Russian. However, 
Sakha has not copied only words for new items: a large number of verbs were cop-
ied from Mongolic languages, as were terms for body parts and kin. Furthermore, a 
very large domain of items known to have been copied from Mongolic, namely 
descriptive verbs, was not included in the subdatabase, so that the number of total 
Mongolic copies in Sakha was probably somewhat underestimated in this study; 
thus, Popov (1986: 8) and Rassadin (1980: 65) count between 2,000 and 2,500 
words of Mongolic origin in the Sakha language. Taking the number of 6,200 lexi-
cal roots contained in Pekarskij’s dictionary ([1907–1930] 1958–1959) as the basis 
for calculations, one would arrive at a proportion of 30–40% of Mongolic copies in 
Sakha. 

Intriguingly, Sakha has copied only a relatively small number of items from 
Evenki, while it appears to have undergone noticeable structural influence from this 
language. This kind of structural influence is indicative of bilingualism of the Sakha 
ancestors in Sakha and Evenki (Winford 2005: 376f). This is a somewhat surprising 
finding, given that there is no conclusive evidence for large-scale Evenk genetic 
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admixture in the Sakha, and given that today the Sakha language is the dominant 
language in Yakutia, where Evenks and Evens are at least bilingual in Sakha, if they 
have not shifted to this language entirely. 

A last interesting finding of this study is the number of verbs copied from 
Mongolic: more than one quarter of the Mongolic copies detected in this study are 
verbs. This very high number can be explained by the fact that the Mongolic lan-
guages and Sakha are typologically similar, facilitating the transfer of verbs from one 
to another. Furthermore, it can be explained by the fact that the Sakha were the 
socially and politically subordinate group, while the Mongolic tribes were the politi-
cally dominant group during the Mongol Empire. Thus, Haugen (1950: 224) finds 
that Swedish and Norwegian immigrants in the USA, who constitute clear minority 
groups in a socially and politically dominant culture, have copied between 18% and 
23% of verbs from American English. 
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Appendix of lexical copies 

Proto-Indo-European 

o!us bull 

Sanskrit 

seri" war/battle, army 

Finno-Ugric 

ti"t larch 

Persian (ultimately) 

bolot sword 

Selkup 

mel'i always, often 

Ket 

t#" boat 
Evenki 

%o&o valley 
'ü"kte spring, well 
kuta swamp 
&#"&a"% bird 
tura"% crow 
lap&a"n fin 
t#$a lung 
untu" boot 
ü"te"n hut 
mam#kta lasso 
mutuk&a, 

mu&ukta 
(coniferous) 

needle 
kumala"n rug 
so$o" to cry 
sibien ghost 
Evenki or Mongolic 

mas wood, firewood, 
tree, tree trunk 

Buryat 

mek&irge owl 

&er scar 
doydu country 

Kalmyk 

saps#n to fan 

Khalkha 

'ar!a pain 

Mongolic 

b#r#" mud 
bay!al sea 
'ebere, 
'abara 

swamp 

&a!#l!an lightning, bolt 
of lightning 

salg#n air 
tölön flame 
&o% embers, charcoal 
umuruor to extinguish 
kergen husband, wife 
o!on/or husband, old 

man 
eme"%sin wife, old woman 
e'i"y older sister, aunt 
toyon father-in-law, 

chieftain, mas-
ter 

igireler twins 
öbügeler ancestors 
ayma%tar relatives 
'on family, crowd, 

people 
süöhü livestock 
%oton stable, stall 
/irey calf 
%a%%ay lion 
tebien camel 
üön insect 
o"!uy, a"!#y spider 
mo!oy snake 

külgeri lizard 
&e&egey temples 
&an&#k temples 
&ab#r!ay temples 
sirey face 
mi"le gums 
küömey throat 
%omur!an collarbone 
berbe"key ankle 
kuorsun feather 
kieli womb 
üösket to beget 
so!uo goitre/goiter 
sülühün poison 
s#la"yb#t tired 
tara!ay bald 
do!olo$ lame 
'üley deaf 
balay blind 
&a&ay to choke 
orguy to boil 
meliy to crush, to 

grind 
ar#g# wine 
tiergen yard, court 
telgehe yard, court 
sugula"n meeting house 
%ata"h#n lock, latch / 

door-bolt 
sandal# table 
dolbu"r, 

dalb#"r 
shelf 

ba!ana post, pole 
%aptah#n board 
kürüo fence 
%orut to plough, plow 
%otu"r sickle, scythe 
%amsa, ga$sa pipe 
&ö!ö&ök tree stump 
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a&a"%  forked branch 
sime sap 
üle work 
tokurut to bend 
kelgiy to tie 
süge axe/ax 
ültürüt to break 
tenit to stretch 
telget to spread out 
%arba" to sweep 
sep tool 
&ü"&&ü chisel 
ergiy to turn around 
eriy to twist 
sa%s#y to shake 
&o%&oy to crouch 
%altar#y to slide, to slip 
dabay to go up 
bur!al'# yoke 
s#ar!a sledge/sled 
o$o&o boat 
mal thing 
örühüy to rescue 
ab#ra" to rescue 
al'an to damage 
'ada$# poor 
ke&&egey stingy, greedy 
tölö" to pay 
&ep&eki cheap, light, easy 
tobo% remains 
%omuy to gather 
%olbo" to join 
oroy top 
bödö$ big 
b#&#ka"n small 
%apta!ay flat 
kö%ö hook 
tögürük round 
ular#y to change 
elbe% many 

söp enough 
kem time 
eder young 
%oyut late 
tietey to hurry 
belem ready 
na"r always, often 
'#l year, season 
a$#l#y to smell 
de%si smooth 
sohuybut surprised, aston-

ished 
'ol good luck 
sana" grief, idea 
kemsin to regret, be 

sorry 
uor anger 
eren to hope 
buruy fault, crime 
kere beautiful 
büre ugly 
ite!ey to believe 
ta"y to guess 
s#lta% cause 
sa"rba% doubt 
ta$nar to betray 
sata" to try 
/#ma manner 
sibiginey to whisper 
Mel'es to deny 
Suruy to write 
Omuk people 
Salay to rule/govern 
do!or friend 
eye peace 
&uguy to retreat 
%arab#l guard 
küögü fishhook 
tuohu witness 
kerehit witness 
anda!ar oath 

kü"hüle" rape 
ap magic 
%omuhun, 
%obuhun 

magic 

Russian 

b#"l dust 
muora sea 
ak#ya"n ocean 
%oluo'as spring, well 
bu"r!a storm 
pa"r steam 
ispi"ske match 
s#ba"yba wedding 
b#ra"t younger brother, 

nephew, 
cousin 

ma"&a%a i!e stepmother 
ogdo"bo widow(er) 
bostu"k herdsman 
sibin/e pig 
&o"sku pig 
bötü"k cock/rooster 
ku"russa hen 
&opu"ska chicken 
%olu"p dove 
xoruoluk rabbit 
kuoska cat 
b#la%#  flea 
taraka"n cockroach 
kuma"r mosquito 
&ierbe worm 
buobura beaver 
matka womb 
temperatura fever 
b#ra"s physician 
'a"t poison 
#ha"r#la" to roast, to fry 
&ugu"n pot 
köstörü"le pot 
&a"n/#k kettle 
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%obordo"% pan 
bülü"de dish 
terielke plate 
mi"ske bowl 
ta"s  bowl 
kupsu"n jug/pitcher 
&a"sk# cup 
bülü"he saucer 
luoska spoon 
biri"ppe knife, razor 
bi"lke fork 
s#ps#" tongs 
ebiet lunch 
kiliep bread 
tieste dough 
mehiy to knead 
mieli$se mill 
%albah# sausage 
sasiska sausage 
%ortuoska potato 
+ortuopuy potato 
erie%e nut 
bieres pepper 
müöt honey 
sa"%ar sugar 
s#"r cheese 
pi"be beer 
b#ra"ga fermented drink 
si"des cotton 
solko silk 
bo"l'o% felt 
b#la"&&#ya (womans) dress 
#rba"%# (womans) dress, 

shirt 
boltuo coat 
saro&ka shirt 
'u"ppa skirt 
#sta"n trousers 
bürü"ke trousers 
&ulku, &ukku sock, stocking 
nask# sock, stocking 

tü"ppüle shoe 
ba&#"nka shoe 
sapp#k# boot 
sele"ppe hat, cap 
siep pocket 
bula"pka pin 
külü"ske ring 
%oruo$ka necklace, bead 
b#la"t headband / 

headdress, 
handkerchief, 
rag 

suokka brush 
ma"s ointment 
m#"la soap 
sierkele mirror 
bala"kka tent 
olbuor yard, court 
kulu"p meeting house 
%oluoda doorpost 
külü"s lock, padlock 
muosta floor, bridge 
istiene wall 
kömülüök fireplace 
turba chimney 
kirilies ladder 
ustu"l chair 
ostuol table 
la"mpa lamp, torch 
bana"r lamp, torch 
&üme&i candle 
%oru"da trough 
k#r#"sa roof 
%oruobuya roof 
ostuolba post, pole 
kirpi"&&e brick 
ispieske mortar 
ba"h#nay farmer 
ba"h#na field 
o!uruot garden 
%ana"ba ditch 

k#ra"b#l rake 
sieme seed 
ku"mna threshing-floor 
seliehiney wheat 
'ehimien, 

ne&imien 
(archaic) 

barley 

oruos rye 
ebies oats 
kukuruza maize/corn 
iri"s rice 
sibekki flower 
lu"k oak 
taba% tobacco 
s#ap chain 
mi"n/ik broom 
sibin/e"s lead 
östüöküle glass 
korzina basket 
k#ra"ska paint 
buru"s whetstone 
teliege cart, wagon 
kölüöhe wheel 
uos  axle 
%ara"b#l ship 
borokuot ship 
uru"l rudder 
ma&ta mast 
ba"r#s sail 
'a"k#r anchor 
port port 
man#at coin 
suot bill 
noluok tax 
#r#"nak market 
ma!ah#"n shop/store 
la"pp# shop/store 
s#ana price 
kiries cross 
/u"l zero 
t#h#"n&a a thousand 
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ire"t part 
&a"s (1) part 
pa"ra pair 
birieme time 
kuru"k always, often 
&a"s (2) hour 
&ah# clock 
nediele week 
benidien/ik Monday 
optuorun/uk Tuesday 
serede Wednesday 
&eppier Thursday 
be"tinse Friday 
subuota Saturday 
b#rast#" g#n to forgive 
k#rah#abay beautiful 
mu"daray wise 
u&u"tal teacher 
oskuola school 
&uolkay clear 
s#al intention 
kuma"!# paper 
uru"&ka pen 
kinige book 
baraba"n drum 
kuorat town 
böhüölek village 
deriebine village 
k#ran#"ssa boundary 
meheyde" to prevent 
salla"t soldier 

kirieppes fortress 
ata"ka attack 
bilienney captive, prisoner 
%apka"n trap 
&a"rka"n trap 
sokuon law 
su"t court 
su'uya judge 
#stara"p fine 
siertibe sacrifice 
#ray heaven 
a"t  hell 
ara"'#ya radio 
telebi"zer television 
tölüpüön telephone 
belasiped bicycle 
matass#k#l motorcycle 
mass#"na car, machine 
avtobus bus 
buoyas train 
sömölüöt airplane 
'arap#la"n airplane 
batareya battery 
motuor motor 
neft petroleum 
bal#"ha hospital 
siestere nurse 
ukuol injection 
a&#k# spectacles/glasses 
pravitelstva government 
prezident president 

ministr minister 
mili"ssiye police 
b#"bar election 
a"d#r#s address 
nüömer number, license 

plate 
u"lussa street 
po&ta post/mail 
ma"rka postage stamp 
atkr#tka postcard 
bank bank (financial 

institution) 
k#ra"n tap/faucet 
rakovina sink 
tualet toilet 
matara"s mattress 
kensierbe 

ba"nkata 
tin/can 

bi"nte screw 
etibierke screwdriver 
b#t#"lka bottle 
kempiet candy/sweets 
plasma"s plastic 
buomba bomb 
böppürüöske cigarette 
%ah#at newspaper 
%alanda"r calendar 
ki"ne film/movie 
muz#ka music 
&ey, &ay tea 
kofe coffee 




